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The main purpose of this paper is to study the conservative property and the 
recurrence of Markov processes on a separable locally compact space, following 
W. Feller’s idea of sojourn sets (Feller [2], [3]) and combining them with Green 
measures.
In §1 we shall give the definition of Markov processes and introduce several 
notions useful for later considerations. Here we took much from the lecture of 
Professor H. P. McKean at Kyoto University in 1957-8. Next, we shall derive 
some results from the hypothesis (H. I) concerning Green operators which we have 
introduced at the beginning of §2; we shall impose this hypothesis throughout the 
subsequent sections. §3 is concerned with the conservative property of Markov 
processes. Here we shall establish a theorem which characterizes the conservative 
property using both sojourn sets and Green measures, and we shall derive Feller’s 
theorem concerning purely discontinuous Markov processes (cf. Feller [2; Theorem 
7]) as its special case.
In §4 we shall characterize the recurrence either by Green measures or by 
sojourn sets, putting a new assumption (H. 2) on the continuity of harmonic meas­
ures. These results generalize some of the results by J. L. Doob [I] and by W. 
Feller [3]. In the last section we shall show some applications of the results of 
§4.
The author wishes to express his hearty thanks to Professor K. Ito for his 
helpful suggestions.
§1. Definitions of Markov processes and fundamental notions.
Let E  he a separable locally compact space. Adding an extra point (X) to E  
as an isolated one, we shall get a separable locally compact space E = E + oo.
We denote a measurable function (sample path) from [0, + « ]^ into E  by w 
and its position at time t by Wt or Xt(w). Next, let W be the totality of the w's 
which satisfy the following conditions:
CW. I)  Put
(I. I) = I Y i f C t =  if = ^  for some t^O,
=  OO otherwise.
Then XtCw') =  co holds for every t^ffooCw). Especially we shall define Xoo(w') = co,
(FT. 2) XtC'^ ') is right continuous and, for its possible discontinuity is of
the first kind.i^
The condition (TF. I) shows that every path has no return from oo to E. 
Now, given an open or closed A of E , the passage time 6a for A is defined by
( I .  2 )  Xt(w)eA') if Xt(w')^A fo r  so m e
=  OO o th e rw ise .
Further we denote by the smallest Borel field containing the sets (w;Xt(w)eA), 
where t is an arbitrary fixed time and A is any Borel set of E. Then we see 
from (W. 2) that, if ^^4 is open, a a is a measurable function from [W, into 
[0, + oo]. But we are not sure that, if A is closed, a a is measurable with respect 
to Hence we need extend ^ to the Borel field generated by S  and by the 
sets [w\ where F  is any closed set of E  and t runs over [0, + oo]. It
is clear that every passage time oa is a measurable function (random time) from 
[W, S ] into [0, + oo]. Next, given a random time a, we shall define the stopped 
path Wa and the shifted path Wa as follows:
(I. 3) (W(y)t~X'min{<y,t)(j^ '} i (Wcr)t~ Xa-it(j^  ^•
It is easily shown from the definitions of W and ^  that wUW, (w\ 
and consequently 35o-Cl58, where B  is any set belonging to S  and So- is the totality 
of the sets (w\ Wa B^'), i.e. the Borel field generated by the sets Qw; C'^ a')t^ A') and 
Cw; (TFCWa) <t').
We shall now introduce the notion of a Markov time.
D efin it io n  I. I. A ra n d o m  tim e  <y(w;) is c a lle d  a Markov time if  (w\ a(w') 
>t')e'^t fo r  e v e r y  ^ ^ 0 .
We shall mention two lemmas necessary for later considerations without 
proof.2)
L em m a  I .  I .  Every Markov time aQw') is measurable with respect to
L em m a  I .  2. Every passage time is a Markov time. Especially, i f  A
is closed, a a is not only measurable with respect to but also to So- .^
Next we denote b y a  system xeE} of probability measures on (W^
58) which satisfy the following conditions:
(jP. I) PxCB') is measurable as a function of x for every fixed 
CF. 2) PXxqCw^^x) = !  for every xeE,
(P. 3) S3 coincides with ^  up to -probability O for each x,^ ^
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1) We don’t assume the existence of the left limit Iim XtCw).
2) Cf. K .Ito  and H. P. McKean [6].
3) This means that the completion of S3 with respect to P sg includes S3. For example, this 
is true under the hopothesis (A) in Hunt [4].
(P. 4) (M a rko v  p r o p e r t y )  For every xeE, and any bounded Borel function 
f(w') on (W , SB),
(I. 4) with P^-probability I.
A combination (W, S3, P )  (or simply is called a Markov process on E. 
Finally, we shall define several notions concerning Markov processes on E, 
D e fin itio n  1.2. We consider two points x and y of E. Then if Pa;(<TF< +<^)>0 
for every open set y is said to be accessible from  x and we use the notation 
x-^y. If X-^y and y-^Xy we say that x and y have communication.
D efin it io n  1.3. If (w\ <Too<+oo)—o, then we say that the process starting 
at X (or briefly x~) is conservative on E,
D efin it io n  1 .4 . x is ca lle d  a  recurrent point if P [^av(w j^jc  ^<-\-<^\auc<-^^] 
=  1 h old s fo r  a n y  op en  s e ts  U and F ( F C f Z )  c o n ta in in g  x.
D efin it io n  I. 5 . is called a trap if
PAxt(w)=^x fo r  every t^O)
According to this terminology, oo is a trap.
D efin it io n  1 .6 . An open or closed set 5  containing x is called a sojourn set 
with the center x, if
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o r e q u iv a le n tly , if
§2 Hypothesis (H. I) and its results.
First we introduce several notations;
P(t, X, 0=Pa;(^tf0,
Pa(1^  X, for any open or closed set A,
f(y')PCt.x,dy^ ,
Gc f^Cx) = E e-'^ ‘fCxt')dt ]=
O
e-^^Ttfix')dt for a>Q.
Here f(x') is a Borel function on E,
We now denote by the totality of functions which are continuous, bounded 
on E  and equal to O at oo. In the sequel we always assume that our process Xt 
satisfies the next hypothesis:
(H. I) Ga maps into ^ for every a > 0 .
I) The complement of a set is always considered with respect to E.
This hypothesis is a little weaker than the continuity condition concerning Tc 
which is usually assumed^ :^
(H. I ) ' Tc maps into for every ^^0.
We now prove some theorems under (H. I).
T h eo r em  2. I. (S trong M arkov  pr o per t y )  I f  Xt satisfies (H. I), then fo r  
every Markov time a and fo r  any bounded Borel function f(w ) on (1^,^),
(2 . I )  ^ . ( / ( O  I =E^Xfiw')')
holds with P^-probability
Proof, Since oo is a trap according to (P. 3), it suffices to show that for 
every /e(^  and any
(2. 2)
Making use of (H. I)  and performing the same calculation as K. Ito [5; p. 15], 
we see that for any
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(2. 3) e J
OO CO
' e-^^Kx,,;)dt; b ) = E ,[e ,^  ( J  _
Hence putting
(2. 4) g(^t)=^EXfCx.,0; BX hCt)=E^CE.SfC^t)y, B ),
we have
OO OO
\-^^g(t)dt=- e-^%(t^dt.
'o
According to the right continuity of the path, g(t') and h(t^ are right continuous, 
so that it follows from the uniqueness of Laplace transform that for every ^
g(t)= h (t\
which is what we wanted to show.
T h eo r em  2 . 2 . The accessible relation is transitive. Strictly speaking, i f  x-^y 
and y-^ Zy then x-^z.
To prove this we shall first show
L em m a  2 . I .  Suppose that x-^y. Then given any open set Vey, there exist 
a k > O and an open set U^x such that fo r  every 
(2. 5)
1) G. Hunt [4, p. 360] has proved that (H. I ) ' is equivalent to (H. I )  under some conditions.
2) K. Ito [5] proved this fact under (H, I)'.
3) ExQfQw')', B ) =  / ( ^ )  PxCdw) for and a Borel function f(w ') on (W , 93).
B
4) U means the closure of U, i. e. the smallest closed set containing U.
Proof. We choose an open set V^ whose closure is contained in F . Since 
X- y^y we have
(2. 6)
According to Urysohn’s Lemma there exists a continuous function /^O which is 
equal to I on V' and to O on F®. Now we shall show that
(2. 7) -^a;(/( t^3))>0 for some
For this purpose we assume that ^a;(/(^t))==0 for every t^O. Then, since / is 
non-negative and equals to I on
Px(Xt^VO—0 for every ^^0 ,
Hence it follows from the right continuity of the path that
Pxixt^V' fo r  some
which implies Pa;(<;/< + cx))r=o. This contradicts with (2. 6). Thus (2. 7) has been 
proved. Hence again using the right continuity of the path, we have
(2. 8) Eoiif(^Xt)')>Q for every i^ e(^ o,ifo + e),
where e is a certain positive constant. From this we get
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(2. 9) £ /
Therefore making use of (H. I), there exist a k> 0  and an open set U^x such 
that for every fef/
(2. 10) Ei\ er
On the other hand since /—0 on we get for any
(2.11) E ((  f  ( ( e-^dt)=E^Ce-‘'v') .
J
Thus the lemma was completely proved.
P roo f o f  T heorem 2.2. We take an arbitrary open set V ^z. Since y-^z, 
replacing x by 3^ and 3; by 2 in the previous lemma, we have
(1 . 12) Ey {^e-' v^') k^ for every rjeU,
where U is an open set containing y .
We now put + (yv(w'^ u^)- Since it is evident that av^ (y'v> we
have
(2. 13)
=EAe-^uE^
CTj j
Here we have used the fact that Xa^^U and that
Finally, we shall give a lemma which is useful for §4.
L em m a  2 . 2 .  I f  x is not a trap, there exist a k>Q and an open set U^x 
such that
E^{ojjc)^k for every  ^e Z7.
This lemma is essentially due to E. B. Dynkin. The proof of K. Ito [5] under 
the assumption (H. 1)^  is also available to our case under (H. I),
§ 3. Conservative property.
In this section we assume also (H. I).
T h eo r em  3 . 1. The following three conditions are equivalent to each other.
(1) The process starting from  xeE is conservative, that is, P (t ,x ,E ^ ~ l fo r  
every t^O .
(2) F or every sojourn set S with the center x,
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Pr.(fy X, S')dt = co.
(3) F or every open sojourn set S with the center x ,
(3. 2) E. lr.(iXt)dt^^ P(t, X, 5 )  ==00,1)
O
where %s is the indicator function o f  S .
Proof. First, it is easily shown that the condition (I) impies the condition
(2). In fact, if (I) holds, then P^ {ac^  =  ^ ')=^l. Hence by the definition of sojourn 
sets, Pcc((T.sc =  oo)>0. From this we get
E^ ((Tse')=^ CO ,
Next it is evident that the second condition implies the third condition. Finally, 
we shall show that the third condition implies the first condition. For this pur­
pose, suppose that the condition (I) does not hold, namely that E^Ce~' °^°)>k for 
some k > 0 .
Let Xe be the indicator function of E, Then we have
I) is called Green measure, which may take +^o.
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e-^ %w Qxt)dt]=E^ e-^dt I= I—E .
But, since Xe belongs to (^ , is continuous in x. Hence we see that U =
{y; y^E, Ey{e~'^ -<^ ')>k) is an open set containing Thus it is enough to show 
that (i) is a sojourn set with the center a: and that (ii)
(3. 3) P(t, X, U')dt<'\-oD .
O
(i) Suppose that U is not a sojourn set with the center x, that is, 
P i^(7jjG=(y^)=Q • Then we have
P = + OO) =1 ,
so that noting that, U is open and that every sample path is right continuous, it 
is easily shown that
Xa^c~x^^__^eE-~U with Pa;-probability I.
Hence from the definition of U we get
with Pa;-probability I.
We now calculate
This is a contradiction.
(ii) We have for any y oi U
k ^Pyfia^St') + e~^ ,
so that, for a large to
0<k'^-k—e-^^^ <PyCa^ Sto') 
holds whenever yeU , Therefore we get for every yeU
y, S ' ) = ! - PyCa^ t^o') < l - k \
Hence it is evident that a Borel set y^E, P(to, y, E )  contains U.
Thus it is enough to show that
(3. 4) P (t,x ,A )dt<  + co.
To do this, we shall prove that for any n>0
(3. 5) S „ (0 =  2  P (iu + t, X, A )^  i :  a - k ' Yi=0 i=0
holds independently of ^^0. Noting that oo is a trap, we have by the definition 
of A
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P ( (n + l')to+t,x,E)=^ PQnto+ 1, x, dy) P(to,y, E )  - P(nU-\-t,x,dy)P(to,y,E')
S d -  P(nU+ 1, X, A) + PCnU+ t,x ,E -A ').
Consequently,
PC,(n-\-l')to-\-t, Xy E") P(ntQ-\-t, x, A^
^ (l-k'')P (nU + t, X, A ) PQnU-Vt, x, E').
Repeating the same calculation as above, we get
Sn^x(t')^Pi(n + V)t,-Vt,x,E')-\- S  P(it,-V t,x,A )
1=1
SC l-^O  S  P(iU+t,x,A)-VPCU,x,E')«=0
^ (l-k ')S n (t)-V l.
Since o^CO S I .  (3. 5) is obtained by induction. Now making use of (3. 5) to 
calculate the left side of (3. 4), we have
to
P (t,x ,A )d t^  f  ^  P(iU-Vt,x,A)dt J J i=0O O
^ \ <  +  oo.
This completes the proof of Theorem 3. I.
T h eo r em  3 . 2 . I f  x is conservative on E  and i f  x —>yy then y is also conserva­
tive on E.
Proof. Suppose that y is not conservative on E. Then since EriQe~'^ '^) is 
continuous with respect to it is greater than some positive k on the closure of 
an open set V containing y.
We now put (JvV(T^Cwiy), Noting that a'^ ^Ooo, we have
(3. 6) E.Ce-^-)^E,Ce-^'^)
To get the last inequality, we have used the relation x-^y. Therefore it turns 
out that X is not conservative on E, contrary to the assumption.
Next we apply Theorem 3.1 to the Markov processes whose sample path has
only jumps with probability I. Then we can obtain Feller's theorem concerning 
so called purely discontinuous Markov processes. But here, for short, we consider
the case when £* is a denumerable space, i.e. £ '= {1 ,2 ,3 .......}. In this case our
processes defined in §1 automatically have the following properties.
1. Every path ^ is a right continuous step function for t<6oo.
2. Since the hypothesis (H. I) is trivially satisfied, the strong Markov property 
holds for every Markov time (c f. Theorem 2.1).
3. Define the first jumping time by <7i(z )^=sup fo r  every 
s^ t} .  Since ai(w) is a Markov time, it follows from 2 that
(3. 7)
where p(x)  is a non-negative number which cannot take +oo (from the right 
continuity of path and (P. 2)). If a: is a trap.
4. If X is not a trap, put
(3. 8)
If a: is a trap, put 
Then
n = ( n ix ,  y-), J i } ;  I ; ; ; ; ; ; ;
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CXD
C O
is a strictly stochastic matrix on E.
Further we denote by If^(Xyy) the element of the matrix = II  *11°.....H
(n'^1), 77® is, by definition, the identity matrix on E,
Finally we denote by I I a the restriction of 77 to a set A  which is defined by
(3. 9) nAQXyy^^nCXyy) if x,yeA,
=O otherwise.
We understand IHiXyy), TIa in the same way as for 77.
We shall now characterize the conservative property by means of p  and 77. 
These quantities, however, are determined by the generator of the process, so that 
we can say that the conservative property is characteaized by the generator.
T h e o r em  3.3. (W. F e l l e r )  The following three conditions are equivalent to 
each other,
(I) The process starting at x is conservative, that is,
P (t, x ,E ) = l  for every ^^0 .
I) x^,y = I if x = y ,O otherwise.
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(2)
(3.10) HTI”{x,y) =1 (w=0,1 ,2 , .......),
y^ E
and
(3.11) S  S  TI1ix,y)  ^ - -W = O y^ A P iy )
fo r  A satisfying
(3.12) \ \ m Jin X x ,y )> 0 .
y^ A
(3) (3.10) holds and
(3.13) S  S  n \ x ,  y) - ^ = O O  ,
W=O V^A P^y)
fo r  A satisfying  (3.12).
To prove this we shall prepare two lemmas.
L em m a  3 .1 . Suppose that (3.10) holds. Then A is a sojourn set with the 
center x i f  and only i f  (3.12) holds.
Proof. It is enough to show that
Iim S  TIA(.x,y) =P^aAO= f^f
n - ^ c o
For this we define jumping times:
<7o(z^ ) = O (0-th jumping time),
aiQw) =  first jumping time,
(TzCw) — (ji(w')+(ji(wij) (second jumping time),
(TnQw') — (Tn-iCw')-\-ai(win-i) (^ '^th jumping time).
Here if =  ©o, we put <7^ +1 =  <rfc+2-**=oo.
First we shall prove that the condition (3.10) implies 
(3. 14) PX(Jn<^ , Xa^-co') =Q .
In fact, if (3.14) is not true, we have
0<Po;(<rn<00, Xct^  =  Oo')
= -P ^ x ,iE , X^  eE, at„„=oo)
=  S  n{x,y)Py(x^^^E, - ,  X eE , =^")
yeE  ^  ^  ^  ^ ^
= n \ x ,  00).
This contradicts (3.10).
Next it follows from (3.14) that if 6n-i<^  and if then are
traps with Pa;"probability I. Hence we have
n
(3.15) PxidA'^ —a^')= lim{ S  Pxix^fiA, i< k ;  a^-i<co, <rs=oo)
n-^ oo Jc = I
-{-PxC^Xai^Ay i ^ n ;  (Tn< ^ ) } •
To calculate the right side of the above equality we shall denote by T  the totality 
of traps contained in A -  Then we have
P ^ C x i < k ]  <Tic-i<co, (Tfc=OO)
=  S E  nrKx,y')lT(y,z')
Z^T y ^ A - T
=  S  C i:n T \ x ,y )n iy ,z ')- i :n T X x ,y ')n cy ,z -))
Z^T y ^A  v € t
=  S  { n ’7 \ x ,z ) -n T \ x ,z ) - ) ,
Z^T
Px(xcr.e^,/<w;<;„<oo)= S  II'A~'^ ix,y').
* y ^ A - T
Therefore we have
n
H P x iX c r .^ A , i < k \  (Ta;-1<00, (Tfc = OO)+ P a ; O n < ^ l  fc-1 * *
=  S  H(JI\-\x,z)^U \-Xx.z)^-^  S  U T K x .y )
fc*=l Z^T y ^ A - T
= S  nrX x.y')+ . S  UTKx.y-)
y e  T  VB A - T
= S  H T K x,y ) .
A
Thus Lemma 3.1 was proved.
Next we shall introduce several notations:
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/Pd) n\
where Ga («, x,y') = e-^^PACt.x.y^dt.
L emma 3 . 2  F or any set A and ,
( 3 .1 6 )  G^C«) =  £ ( ( « / + P ) - ' P - 7 7 ^ ) ” * ( « / + P ) - ' -n=0
I f  a —0, the both sides o f  ( 3 .1 6 )  may take + o o .
Proof. Define
P a  X ,  y )= P a iC X t= y f  
then we can see that it is equal to
-----V l
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er^iiPIIjdti er^ ^^ PnAdtr
O
Hence we have
GT(.oi,x,y')= J e-“^ P /^Kt,x,y')dt=C(,aI+Py^Pn^y(aI+PyKx,y').
O
Noting that PA(Jt,x,y') =  ^  P T (f,x ,y '), (3.16) is obtained immediately.OT = O
Proof o f  T heorem  3. 3. Summing up Theorem 3.1, Lemma 3,1 and Lemma 
3. 2, it is evident that the condition (3) implies the condition (I) . Hence it suffices 
to show that the condition (I) implies (3.10). But this is directly derived by the 
definition of II,
§4. Recurrence
In this section we shall assume the following hypothesis (H. 2) besides (H. I ) :  
(H. 2) Given any closed set F  for every / e
f  dy)
belongs to ®.
Here h^Cx, •) is the distribution of X^  ^ which we call the harmonic measure 
over F  ineuced by the process X t , since this measure is exactly the function- 
theoretical harmonic measure in case Xt is the two-dimensional Brownian motion. 
Using this notation, we have
(4.2) P x((Jf <  +  ^ ' )  = H f Qx , F ) .
T heorem  4 .1, x is a recurrent point i f  and only i f
(4.3) P(j;,x, U^dt=OO
for every open set U containing x.
Proof, (i) First we shall show that if a: is a recurrent point, then (4. 3) will 
hold. Suppose in the contrary that for some open set U ^x
(4.4) P (t,x , U^dt <co.
The condition (4. 4) implies because
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P ( t , x ,U )d t = E j^ XtrCxddi
O
(TV
%xTCxt')dt^j=E^{a„o),
where %u is the indicator function of U,
Let /  be a continuous function which equals I  at O on and lies between 
O and I  elesewhere. Then we have
Iim Goofix ' )  —■Go+f(x')^ P(t,Xy U^dt < +
Therefore, given any small e>0, there exists an o'o such that
GoiQ fCxyyGo+fCx^—e .
Hence using (H. I ) ,  we get
GoiQf Ci') >G+o f ix ' )  —e, 
whenever $ runs over a certain open set V  containing x such that V O U .  But 
since GafCO  is monotone non-increasing as a function of a  for any fixed we 
have
(4.5) GafCO^G+ofCx^—e for every $ e V  and for every
On the other hand it follows from the definition of recurrence and from 
that
(4. 6) +  =
For short we denote by <ri and auo+tJvC^^^uc) by az, repectively. Then accord­
ing to (4. 6),
(4. 7) Iim E X e -^ -2') <  +  oo) =1.
O5->0
We now calculate GoofCx) for 0<a^ao ,
G+o f(,x')^G«fix)=E. ( J  e-’‘^ f(.xt')dt)
O
ffl
J  e-^^fix,')dt)+E,C^‘‘-^ Gc.Kxa,')')
O
* ^ ^^Kx,')di) + iG.,Kx')-£)E,Qe-^<^ '^).^El
O
Hence we have
<7l
(4. 8) G . ./W > ------- ^ -----------------•
As a  tends to 0, the right side of (4. 8) goes to oo. This is a contradiction.
(ii) Suppose that x is not a recurrent point. According to Lemma 2» 2 and 
the definition of recurrence, we can choose some constant k > 0  and two op^n sets 
U, U' (JJ'dU') containing x such that
(4. 9) E^C(fuc')^k for every Sell',
and that
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U
UO
huo{Xy dy')hu'iy,
Using (H. 2), it is easily shown that the right side of (4. 10) is continuous in so 
that, for a certain e>0 and for some open neighbourhood V (Y (ZlJ'') of x we have
(4. 11) ,
whenever  ^ runs over V. Hence noting that
we get from (4. 11)
(4. 12) P^C(Tuo-\-av(wt^^')<+co')Sls for every SeV.
We now define
(To(W)=O, <Ti(w')=auK' '^), (T2(w')=(Ji(w')+(TvCwi '^),
(4. 13) I I
(T2n-lQ^ ') ~(y2n-2(w) -r<Ju<^ (Wa2^ _^ ), CTbw(W) =  <7271-1 (^) + »
if (Tj=CX), then we put <rm=<y^ +2=*-*=oo.
According to (4. 12) we get
P.(cr2.< + cx .)^ (l-£ )-
Using this and (4. 9), we shall calculate GocXv x^).
OO °'2Wfl
1) The first term of the numerator is positive, decreasing as a function of a  and indepen­
dent of the 6. Hence we may assume that it exceeds 6 for every .
2) Added in proof: Here we have used the fact that cr^  ] a- w i t h  Pa;-probability I, which 
we shall show in the proof of Lemma 4.2.
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2n
e-^^XvC.xOdtHka-ey,
^2n
Hence we get
(4 .14) G M v { x ) ^ k T . ( l - t y = ~ <  + o o .
M^ O £
But since the right side of (4. 14) is independent of a ,
P it, x.V^dt^G^.Xy(,X-) =Wm G a X r W + .
05 J.0 e
U
which is what we wanted to show.
C o r o l l a r y . Every recurrent point is conservative.
Combining Theorem 3. I and Theorem 4. I, our statement is evident.
Next we shall give two lemmas useful for the subsequent theorems.
Lemma 4. I. I f  x and y have communication with probability both x and 
y are recurrent.
P roof. It is enough to prove that x is recurrent. For this purpose, given 
any pair of open sets U and U' containing x such that U 'dU  and that y, we 
shall show
(4. 15) ^ r i ­
nsing the assumption Py(<y_ < + oo)=l and (H. 2), given an arbitrary small e>0, 
there exists an open set V containing y such that
(4. 16) P>](<J’j ,^< + o o )^ l—£ for every Tj^V.
With no loss of generality we may assume Ur^V=(^. But since Pa;(<TF< + oo)=l 
by the assumption, we have
Pa; {(T^  + < + OO} <  + O o ))^ l-e .
Hence noting that we get
<  + oo)^ l - e,
which shows (4. 15). Thus Lemma 4. I was completely proved.
Lemma 4. 2. Suppose that x is a recurrent point which is not a trap and 
that U is an open set containing x whose closure is compact and Ex(iau<d<-\-^. 
Then given any open set V (y'dU , V^x'),an defined by (4.13) is finite with P^ ' 
probability I  fo r  every n, and as n goes to oo, an \ ^  with P^probability I.
I )  Strictly speaking, for any open U bx and for any open V^y
P a : ( < y ^ < +  CXD )  =  P y C ^ a  o o )  =  I .
Proof, (I) To prove the first statement it is enough to show that <T2n< + oo. From 
the definition of recurrence, <;2< + oo. Hence according to (H. 2), given an arbitrary 
small £>0, V'= {S', P£((T2< + o o )> 1 —e} is an open set containing x. Putting
0 ^=6 2 + a2(w%'^  and noting that and that P«(<J’2<  + co )= l,
we have
Po;(<r4 <  + 00) < + 00) ((72 <  + 00))
which shows Pa;(iy4<  + oo) =  l. By the same argument, we have Pa;(<y2»i< + oo)==l.
(2) Since OnCw) is an increasing sequence of n for any fixed w, Iim <Tw(w;)
T l f  00
=(j(w') is well defined for every w. To prove the second statement it is enough to 
show that Pa;(<x=oo)=l. In the contrary, if we assume that Pb(<J’<oo)>0, noting 
that Pa,((7co=oo)=l (from Corollary to Theorem 4. I) we have P«;(<r<<yoo)>0. There­
fore, the set iw;(T(w')<(roo(w')} is not null. If w€{w; <aoo(w')}, according to 
(W, 2), Xa-(^ w) =  IimXanCw') exists. But from the definition of <72^  and azn+i, Xa-Cw)
T l f  00
has to belong both to V  and to This is impossible
T h eo r em  4 . 2 . I f  x is recurrent and i f  x-^y, y is also recurrent.
Proof, It is enough to show that the condition of Lemma 4. I is satisfied.
(I) y is accessible from  x with p^-probability I.
By the assumption, given any open set F  containing 3;, ^=Pa;(<rF<+oo)>0. It 
remains only to show that k = l.  Now we take U as in Lemma 4. 2 and given 
any small s> 0, choose an open set U'(U'C.U) containing x which satisfies
P^ (<7f< + o o )> ^ —e for every
Then by the second statement of Lemma 4.2,^  ^ there exists a certain constant r  
independent of e such that for sufliciently large n>no
(4. 17) P*(<Tf< + oo, av<(72n)=^rn'^r>0.
Therefore, using the first statement of Lemma 4.2, we have
P ajC ^ ^ F^ +^ .) =Pa;(<5’F ^ + 00, (Tv^(y2n) P x C ^ V '^ -h ^ y  <J’fS<5’2w)
r^9  ^+ ^ a;(Pa;a2^(trF<+00); (T2nS(Tv)
^ r n + ( l-T n X k -s ) ,
Noting that r^ ^r> 0, we obtain
-  Yn -  r
This shows that k = l .
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1) This part of the proof was suggested by K. Ito .
2) Lemma 4.2 is applied, replacing V  by U'.
(2) X is accessible from  y with Py’probability I.
Suppose that for some open set U'^x
< a < l .
Here we may further assume that U' is contained in a certain open set U for 
which Pa,(<Tc7c< + oo)==l. Using (H. 2), we can take an open set V^y such that
Vr-^U-(J) and
Pr,(<r^ /< + oo)^i^ for every 
Next we can see that for a small open U"((lU'') containg x
(4. 18)
On the other hand, noting that V r ^ U and U^dU', we have 
(4. 19) PyiC(Juf'< + ^ ')^cz for every yjeV.
Now putting <T2~<rc^ c4-<Tc7//(^ f^^ c), we shall calculate the left side of (4. 18).
P — PxC(^V^Cf2') =  P aite  =  ^ T- + <7-//(Z^J_), CTf ^<72}
=£'^(P^^^((7~„<+oo); (7:^<cf2)Sa* P<P .
This is a contradiction. Thus Theorem 4. 2 was completely proved.
Next we shall characterize recurrence by means of sojourn sets. For this 
purpose we shall define a special sojourn set.
D efin it io n  4.1. A sojourn set S is said to be minimal if S contains no proper 
sojourn sets. Here we say that S' is a proper sojourn set of S  if S' is a sojourn 
set and if S'dS(X-S'.
We now put A:^={y\ x-^y). Then it is almost evident that is a closed 
sojourn set and that Po;(<7^ «=<J’- )= l-
T h e o r em  4 . 3 .  x is recurrent i f  and only i f  x is conservative and i f  is 
minimal.
Proof. (I) Supposing that x is recurrent, we shall show that Paj(^T-=OO)=I 
and that Ar^  is minimal. First, if x is a. trap, our statement is trivial. Next, if x 
is a recurrent point which is not a trap, according to Corollary of Theorem 4. I, 
X is conservative. Further as was shown in the proof of Theorem 4. 2, any two 
points which belong to A^  have communication probability-1. This shows that 
Aa; has no proper sojourn sets.
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I )  Define a-zn as in (4.13), for a pair of U and U'. Then if ^8=0 for every open U'\C.U'), 
by the consideration analogous to the first statement of Lemme 4.2, we have
=  0 for every ri>^.
This contradicts the facts that a^ n t c>o and that Pa;(<7'^-<+c>o)>>0.
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(2) If X is conservative, it follows from Theorem 3. 2 that all the points be­
longing to Ax are conservative. Hence if has no proper sojourn sets, x and 
any fixed y  ^A have communication with probability I. Therefore, according to 
Lemma 4. I, x is recurrent.
T h eo r em  4.4. I f  a compact set K  contains no recurrent points, then fo r  
every x e E
(4. 20) P(t, X, ^ )< + c o .
Proof, Let y be not recurrent. Then it follows from the proof of Theorem
4. I that there exists an open neighbourhood U^y') of y such that
(4. 21) P(t, U<iy')')dt<ky< + cQ
holds independently of 7} e U(^y),
We now take such open sets for every y^K. By compactness of K, it is possi­
ble to cover K  with a finite number of U{^y), We shall denote these sets by f/i,
U2y •••, Un and calculate P(Jt,x,U^dt, using the passage time ai to Ui.
O
OO OO OO
P ( f ,x ,U d d t-E j^  %ui(.Xt)dij =  Ea(^  Xuiix^dt^
O <ji
OO
XTTfixddty,ai<+cx>'^<ki< + c o ,
so that we have
' P (t ,x ,K )d t^  S P(t, X, Ui^dtS S k i< + c o  . 
i=l
This completes the proof.
C o r o l la r y . Suppose that E  is compact, that at least one point belonging to 
E  is conservative and that any two points o f  E  have commumication. Then  
every point o f  E  is recurrent,
§5. Applications of §4.
In this section we shall apply the results of the preceeding section to special 
cases.
I. Caseof £ ‘=={1.2.3..............}.
In this case all the processes defined in §1 trivially satisfy the hypotheses 
(H. I)  and (H. 2). Therefore the criterion of recurrence by Green measures
(Theorem 4, I) is always true. Furthermore, since the topology in -E is discrete, 
X is recurrent if and only if
OO
(5 .1 )  P(t, x,x)dt=<xi.
f.O
First we shall consider the case in which is not a trap. Then, putting A==E 
and a —O in Lemma 3. 2, we have
(5. 2)
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P(t,x ,x')dt= { 'EII’"(x,x')\-P ix )'
U
But PCx)>0, as x is not a trap. Therefore the condition (5.1) is equivalent to 
(5 .3 )  £  n\x,x')=<x>.
W = O
Next, even if a: is a trap, (5. 3) holds by the definition of 77. Thus we have 
T h e o r em  5 . I .  Let Xt he a Markov process on a denumerable state space. 
Then the point x is recurrent i f  and only i f  (5. 3) holds.
This theorem shows that the recurrence property does not depend on ^(O 
which describes the speed of our process. Analogously, using only 77, we can 
easily reformulate the criterion of recurrence by sojourn sets (Theorem 4. 3) in 
the more concrete form, though the detail is omitted.
II. Diffusion processes with Brownian hitting probabilities.
Let E  be n-dimensional Euclidean space. The process on E  defined in §1 
is called a diffusion process with Brownian hitting probabilities^'  ^ if the harmonic 
measures of Xt coincide with those of ;z-dimensional Brownian motion, i. e. with 
the ^-dimensional classical harmonic measures. In this case it is easily shown 
that sample paths are continuous with probability I. Further the continuity of 
classical harmonic functions implies that the following condition which is stronger 
than (H. 2) is satisfied:
(H. 2)' hpC^ X, •) maps any bounded Borel function / into (5^ .
Next, it follows from the definition that any two points on E  have communica­
tion and that the recurrence property of Xt is the same as that of n-dimensional 
Brownian motion. But since ; -^dimensional Brownian motion is recurrent^  ^ for 
n < 2  and not recurrent for n>2, assuming that our process Xt satisfies (H. I) 
we have
T h eo r em  5. 2. Let Xt be a diffusion process with Brownian hitting prob­
abilities. Then,
1) This terminology is due to K. Ito and H. P. McKean.
2 ) A Markov process xt is said to be recurrent if every point of E  is recurrent with respect 
to Xt. Analogously, the non-recurrence of a process is defined by that of every point in E ,
(I) i f  n<2, every point o f  E  is recurrent and hence we have fo r  every x 
and fo r  every open set U (not necessarily containing x')
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(5. 4) P{t, Xy U^dt = OO;
(2) i f  n>2, every point o f  E  is not recurrent and hence we have fo r  
every x and fo r  every compact set K
(5. 5) P(t, X, K')dt< + co .
III. Green measures of killed processes.
Let Xt be a Markov process which satisfies (H. I) and (H. 2). Furthermore 
we assume that any two points of E  have communication. Given an open set A, 
the killed process x\ on A is defined as follows:
(5. 6) Xl=^ Xt if t<(jA,
=OO if t^ aA .
Now we denote the transition probabilities and the Green measures of x\ by 
P^(t,x, O and G°C^ , •)» respectively; namely
P^(t,x, % OA>t),
CO
. ) =  PKUx^ *)dt,
O
Since it results from Corollary to Theorem 4. I and from our assumption that 
every point of E - A  is not recurrent with respect to xl, it is expected that for 
every compact set K d E - A
(5 . 7 )  G\x,K)<-\-oo^\
In fact, if Xt is not recurrent, our statement is clear by Cx, K') , K') and 
Theorem 4. 4, On the other hand, if Xt is recurrent, using the same technique as 
in Theorem 4, I  and Lemma 4. 2, we see that, for every x e E —A  and for some 
open set U containing x, G®(|, U') is uniformly bounded whenever $ runs over U, 
From this we can easily derive (5. 7) in the same way as in Theorem 4. 4. Thus 
we have
T h e o r em  5.3 The Green measures o f  the killed process are finite fo r  every 
compact sets.
I )  We cannot derive this fact directly from Theorem 4. 4, because we are not sure that the 
killed process Xt satisfies (H, I), though (H. 2) is always satisfied.
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